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Statistical graph models
Uniform random graph with n nodes and m links
- model parameterized by (n,m)
- every graph on node set {1,...,n} with m links is realized with equal probability

Bernoulli random graph with n nodes and linkage probability p
- model parameterized by (n,p)
- every node pair is connected with probability p, independently of other pairs

Uniform random graph with a given degree list (d
1
,...,d

n
)

- model parameterized by (n,d
1
,...,d

n
)

- aka. configuration model, regular random graph (when d
i
 = const)

Bernoulli random graph with n nodes and node weights a
i

- model parameterized by (n,a
1
,...,a

n
)

- nodes i and j are connected with probability w(a
i
,a

j
), independently

- special cases: Chung-Lu model, Norros-Reittu model, beta model



Statistical graph models - II

Uniform random graph with n nodes and degree distribution F
- model parameterized by (n,F)
- node degrees are (almost) independent and F-distributed
- heavy-tailed degrees when F has heavy tails

Bernoulli random graph with n nodes and node weight distribution F 
- model parameterized by (n,F)
- node weights are independent and F-distributed
- conditionally on the node weights, each node pair (i,j) is linked with probability w(a

i
,a

j
),

independently of other pairs
- special cases: Chung-Lu model, Norros-Reittu model, beta model

These models have heavy-tailed degree distributions when F is heavy-tailed.
BUT: no clustering
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Clustering in social networks

Shared attributes
• Common space-time location
• Common relatives
• Common education, jobs, interests
• Common conferences and 

workshops

Friends of your friends
are likely to be friends



I Undirected intersection 
graphs
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Intersection graph
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Two nodes are connected if they share at least one attribute



Random intersection graph
Model parameterized by (n, m, γ, Fnode)
• n nodes
• m attributes
• γ overall attribute density
• node labels Xi  distr. as Fnode,   i=1,...,n
Given the node labels, node i selects 
attribute k w.pr. min(γ Xi , 1)

kk

ii

Xi

K Singer-Cohen 1995. Stark 2004. M Deijfen, W Kets 2009. M Bloznelis 2013.



Degree distribution

When Xi has a power-law tail, then so does deg(i).
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Clustering vs. attribute density
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Clustering

Model parameters:
• number of nodes n
• number of attributes m
• attribute density γ 
• node labels Xi

11

3322
?

In a graph with m >> 1 attributes, the leaves of a
2-star centered at 1 are linked with probability

M Deijfen, W Kets 2009.



Component of node x

Connected components

xx



Connected components
In a homogeneous (Xi=1) large graph (n >> 1) with many 
attributes (m >> 1) and attribute density γ ≈ λ1/2(mn)-1/2,

where ς is the survival probability of a Galton-Watson
branching process with offspring

M Behrisch 2007. A Lagerås, M Lindholm 2008. M Bloznelis 2010.
F Ball, D Sirl, P Trapman 2014.



Why branching analysis 
works?

The random intersection graph is not locally treelike



Why branching analysis 
works?

The random intersection graph is not locally treelike
but the underlying random bipartite graph is (whp).



II Directed intersection 
graphs
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i follows j, if i demands something that j supplies



Directed random intersection graph
Model parameterized by (n, m, γ, Fnode, Fattr)
Node labels (Xi

+
 Xi

-) distr. as Fnode, i=1,...,n
Attribute labels Zk distr. as Fattr ,    k=1,...,m
Given the node and attribute labels, node i
• demands attribute k w.pr. min(γ Xi

+
 Zk, 1) 

• supplies   attribute k w.pr. min(γ Xi
-
 Zk, 1)

kk

ii

(Xi
+, Xi

-)

Zk

kk



Outdegree and indegree

Z*
k is a size-biased version of Zk

When Xi
+

  has a power-law tail, so does deg+(i).
When Xi

- has a power-law tail, so does deg-(i).
M Bloznelis 2010.
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Clustering among triplets

The above completions are unlikely
in the sparse regime with γ << m-1/2.



Clustering among triplets

The above completions are unlikely
in the sparse regime with γ << m-1/2.

Link reversals are unlikely as well.
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Diclique clustering
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Diclique clustering

If Conan follows Kim and Kourtney,
and Cristiano follows Kim,

is Cristiano likely to follow Kourtney as well?

Conan

Cristiano Kourtney

Kim



Forming dicliques
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Diclique clustering
1

2 4

3

Correlation is big if Conan demands and Kim supplies few 
attributes.



Diclique clustering – main result



12 directed clustering coefficients

QM Zhang, L Lü WQ Wang, YXi Zhu, T Zhou, PLoS ONE 2013.



Clustering in real directed networks

QM Zhang, L Lü WQ Wang, YXi Zhu, T Zhou, PLoS ONE 2013.



Summary and conclusions
In undirected graphs
- Clustering coefficients measure transitivity (triplet closure):

“Your friends are likely to be friends”

- Most sparse random graphs have negligible transitivity
- Random intersection graphs form an exception

In directed graphs
- There are 4 different ways to define a triplet closure
- Most sparse random graphs have negligible triplet closure rates
- A prominent type of clustering in real graphs is diclique clustering:

“Your followers are likely to follow common targets”

- Directed random intersection graphs capture this phenomenon
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